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ABOUT CCAP

CUEX CAPITAL
CUEX Capital is a taxed token (10% on transactions) in the CUE
ecosystem that features an automatic market maker, providing
liquidity to the CCAP token.
It also comes with the staking dapp where you can stake CUEX and
earn incredible rewards!
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ORIGINS
OUR ORIGINS
CUEX Capital is CUE Protocol's entry into DeFi.
CUE Protocol is a governance and a community-driven project powered
by its own token and dapp ecosystem.
Launched in March 2021, we have brought many things to our holders
and investors and continue to build our ecosystem with new products
and utilities.
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TOKENOMICS

TOKENOMICS
5% of all transactions will provide liquidity to the CCAP token liquidity
pool on PancakeSwap V2.
This will give the token (CCAP) a great depth of liquidity in the future,
ensuring a higher price floor over time.
5% of all transactions will go to the treasury.
The treasury is used to invest in digital assets such as tokens and NFTS.
The profits from the treasury are then split between the treasury and
the holders of NFT Nodes.
A Burning mechanism is made through the staking contracts to
ensure that CCAP shrinks during the staking phase.
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TREASURY

TREASURY
The team invests the treasury funds into assets and the dashboard will
report these investments and their value. This is full transparency.
Our investment decisions are chosen on research but we have a
network of contacts that give advice too.
Once we establish a sound reputation and a higher market cap, we aim
to offload the team's responsibility for the treasury funds and use a
multi-sig based system for professional farmers to access funds and put
them to better use.
A multi-sig system allows us to have full control and still requires the
team to sign off any transactions such as investing or profit-taking. Only
then will the third party receive commission.
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CCAP NODES

NODES
CUEX Capital will evolve and establish nodes. These nodes are passive
income based NFTS.
There are three NFT Node Types:
Trader Node
Millionaire Node
Billionaire Node
Each Node has a different dividend rate and earns its holder passive
income via CCAP tokens and/or treasury investment profits.
This passive income is attached to the NFT and not the CCAP holder. If
the NFT is traded, the new holder receives passive income. This makes
nodes appreciate in value as an NFT asset.
All Node types are limited in supply to ensure great rates when
dividends start. This limited supply will only increase as our market cap
and investment portfolio grows.
These Node NFTs will be available only on ETH, ensuring great trading
value and appreciation on the best chain for NFT trading.
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CCAP STAKING

STAKING
CUEX Capital will launch with staking pools where holders can lock
their tokens and earn rewards.
Staking will be accessed via our CCAP dashboard:
https://app.cuex.capital
CUEX Capital will also allow other projects to apply for their own staking
pools, allowing CCAP holders to stake CCAP and earn other tokens.
CUEX Capital will also introduce NFT based staking to ensure rewards
remain high for those who intend to participate in the whole CCAP
ecosystem.
These NFT based pools require CCAP holders to purchase an NFT in
order to access the pool. Without the NFT, holders cannot stake,
withdraw or compound.
A Burning mechanism is made through the staking contracts to
ensure that CCAP shrinks during the staking phase.
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FAUCET

FAUCET
The CCAP Faucet allows us to introduce new people to the CCAP
ecosystem without them investing.
Simply use the Faucet and receive 10,000 CCAP.
You can use the Faucet once every 30 days.
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DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION
100 Billion Tokens
Total & Max Supply
No team tokens
Liquidity is locked every 3 months
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DASHBOARD

CUEX CAPITAL DASHBOARD

USAGE
The usage of the dashboard is to allow holders to access staking, nodes
and the voting system as well as useful statistics and investment
portfolio tracking.
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